Abstract. CBS is a simple and natural CCS-like calculus where processes speak one at a time and are heard instantaneously by all others. Speech is autonomous, contention between speakers being resolved nondeterministically, but hearing only happens when someone else speaks. Observationally meaningful laws di er from those of CCS. The change from handshake communication in CCS to broadcast in CBS permits several advances. 1 Priority, which attaches only to autonomous actions, is simply added to CBS in contrast to CCS, where such actions are the result of communication. 2 A CBS simulator runs a process by returning a list of values it broadcasts. This permits a powerful combination, CBS with the host language. It yields several elegant algorithms. Only processes with a unique response to each input are needed in practice, so weak bisimulation is a congruence. 3 CBS subsystems are interfaced by translators; by mapping messages to silence, these can restrict hearing and hide speech. Reversing a translator turns its scope inside out. This permits a new speci cation for a communication link: the environment of each user should behave like the other user. This paper reports the stable aspects of an evolving study.
Introduction
Broadcast is a natural means of communication. It is the hardware primitive in local area networks Abr70, MB76 , as well as in radio and mobile telephony networks, and point-to-point message passing is implemented on top of it. But only the latter is studied in the best established theories of communication and concurrency, process calculi like CSP Hoa85 , CCS Hen88 and ACP BW90 . There is great interest CNL89 in implementations of reliable broadcasting, usually on top of point-to-point communication, but little in the use of it. Most books on distributed systems, SK88 for example, treat broadcast as a hardware feature, but not as a programming primitive. This mismatch w ould appear rstly to throw a way a lot of communication bandwidth. This paper suggests it is also throwing away m uch else.
A sustained study applying process calculus techniques to broadcast communication Pra91, Pra93a, Pra93b, Pra94 , also Pra95, Jon93, Hol93, P et94 has yielded what promises to be an elegant calculus of broadcasting systems, CBS, and some elegant programs. CBS is fashioned after CCS Mil89 , but the change from handshake to broadcast communication has far reaching consequences both for programming and for theory. This paper reports the stable aspects of CBS as of now, including some material not previously presented. It concentrates on basic theory, on programming Pra93b and on priority Pra94 . The current v ersion of CBS is a subcalculus of that of Pra93b , and is signi cantly di erent from those of Pra91 and Pra93a .
Organisation of the paper. A sequential pass should encounter few forward references. Ignoring the occasional outside reference, many of Sections 3 to 11 can be read immediately after Section 2 concepts, and any of Sections 13 to 15 after Section 12 adding priorities to CBS. Sections 2 and 12 are basic.
For theory, the further sections are 3 formal de nition of CBS, 4 strong bisimulation, 5 axiomatisation, 6 expansion theorem, 7 weak bisimulation and 13 bisimulations with priorities. Familiarity with CCS is helpful here.
For exploratory programming, the further sections are 9, 15 examples, using a simple functional language, and 10 a CBS simulator, though even here a glance through Section 3 is recommended.
Section 8 describes a new veri cation paradigm, context reversal. Concepts, alternative designs, and related work are discussed in Sections 11 and 14.
2 Overview of CBS 2.1 Informal models of broadcast communication CBS models an idealised local area network LAN. Communication is by unbu ered broadcast, each message being instantaneously received by all nodes. Only one message can be broadcast at a time. The speaker's identity can be part of the transmitted message, but need not be. Multicasting or point to point delivery can be programmed by including in each message a header listing the intended receivers. An implementation detail invisible to LAN users, and not modelled in CBS, is the resolution of contention: if two nodes try to broadcast simultaneously, a collision occurs, no message is transmitted, and the nodes try again after a random amount of time.
Ordinary speech is another example of unbu ered broadcast communication. Everyday conversation does not enforce speaking in turns or o er anonymity since speakers can be recognised by their voices, but a public address system PA, such as in an airport, does. Anyone can hand in messages to be read out, one at a time, in a sequence chosen by the announcer. Flight announcements usually mention neither source nor audience, both being implicitly clear. Would A please meet B at the desk" indicates both source and intended listener. After this message, A would probably remove a n y pending paging request for B.
CBS formalises the idealised LAN or PA using concepts from process calculus.
Formal modelling concepts from process calculus
The behaviour of a process or system consists of communication actions: the transmission and reception of messages. The environment, or observer, of a system p is itself a process communicating with p, i.e., in parallel with it. The transitions p w! ,,! p 0 p w?
,,! p 0 say that p can transmit resp. receive the message w and become process p 0 in doing so. The process pjq consists of the processes p and q composed in parallel.
The meaning of operators, such a s j", is given by inference rules such a s p w! ,,! p 0 q w? ,,! q 0 p j q w! ,,! p 0 j q 0 each of which s a ys that if its premises here p w! ,,! p 0 and q w? ,,! q 0 hold, then so does its conclusion here p j q w! ,,! p 0 j q 0 . Here p transmits w and q receives it, and they evolve together to p 0 and q 0 . An observer of p j q sees it transmit w.
Processes are regarded as equal if they have the same behaviour. Following Mil89 , this paper de nes p and q to have the same behaviour notation p q if there exists a bisimulation relation R over processes such that pRq. See Section 4 for de nitions. A less discriminating equivalence, written , is de ned via weak bisimulation in Section 7. It is expected that p jj p, and that p j q j r p j q j r. That is, j is expected to be commutative and associative.
To build systems out of subsystems, all calculi provide some static scoping that allows the internal actions of a subsystem p to be hidden from its environment e, and restricting the set of actions via which p interacts with e.
CBS without scoping
The design decisions and the operators of CBS are presented here and in the next subsection. CBS models the nodes in a network or users of a PA as processes in parallel. Note that the announcer of the PA corresponds to the collision resolution mechanism in a LAN, and is not a process.
Any CBS process says and hears messages of just one type, which does not change as the process evolves. Processes can only be put in parallel with others that speak the same type. Now 5! ,,! and 5?
,,! stand for the actions of saying and hearing 5". Note the absence of channel names or other addresses. These can be included in the message if needed; for example, by letting messages be pairs such a s ha; 5i where a i s a c hannel name.
Parallel composition. Let w be any message. ,,! q 0 j r 0 p j q j r w! ,,! p 0 j q 0 j r 0 Both p and q have to act, on the same w, for p j q to act. So w? can be read as allowing the environment t o s a y w". But the environment can say a n ything at any time. So CBS ensures that every process is input enabled input output automata LT87, Seg92 h a ve a similar property: every process q has a w? action for every w, e v en if only a self loop q w?
,,! q. This yields apparent i n terleaving. ,,,! w! p
The process x? x + 1 ! q listens. If it hears v, i t e v olves to x + 1 ! q with v substituted for x. The +" shows that v must be a number. Note that subsequent utterances may reveal that a listener heard something, and even what it heard.
x? x + 1 ! q v?
,,! x + 1 ! q v=x v + 1 ! q ,,! p, so that the 6 is restricted: the environment can say it without disturbing p.
Example 2. Suppose u 0 and u 1 are speakers wishing to use a connecting medium M that carries pairs hw; x i where w 2 f 0; 1g and x: . Suppose M echoes anything it hears, but with the tag changed from w to 1 , w.
The users could be modi ed to tag their messages accordingly. A more structured solution is to leave them as they are, to de ne translators " w x = hw; x i w hw 0 ; x i = if w = w 0 then x else where w, w 0 2 f 0; 1g, and to make the system 0 u 0 j M j 1 u 1 . Then w tags the speech o f u w with w, and lets it hear only speech with that tag.
Reversal. The process e j p is described from the location of e, in the sense that e is observed untranslated, but p is observed through . I f p says u, the observer hears " u, and if e or the observer says w, then p hears w. Is there a description from p's location? The new observer sees p untranslated. If e says w, the new observer hears w, and if the observer or p says u, then e hears " u. That is, e is observed through R where R is speci ed by h ; " i. The new description is therefore R e j p. The reversibility of translators is the key to describing a system from various viewpoints. Such descriptions are useful in formulating correctness requirements. ,,! one of hearing? To answer this, some terminology is needed. If a process gives out information in doing an action, the action is audible; otherwise it is silent. If a process needs information from its environment to do an action, the action is controlled; otherwise it is autonomous.
Audibility and autonomy
In the informal models, hearing is silent. It is also controlled, for the action of hearing 5" is delayed until the environment s a ys 5" the information needed is synchronisation. Speech is instantaneously audible to everyone. It is also autonomous, for the message is already available to the intending speaker which in speaking does learn that its message was chosen, but can conclude nothing about the environment.
It is now possible to check that the rules of CBS are consistent with these requirements. For example, consider the rule p w! ,,! p 0 q w? ,,! q 0 p j q w! ,,! p 0 j q 0
That q contributed a w? is no news because of input enabling. So hearing is silent, p learns nothing, and speech is autonomous. Hearing is also controlled, and speech audible, for q learned what was said. There is also a q 00 such that q w 0 ?
,,,! q 00 but this can only contribute to an action of p j q if p has a w 0 ! action.
The pre xes conform too: the w in w! p w! ,,! p is known in advance, while the v in x? x + 1 ! q v?
,,! v + 1 ! q is learnt in the action.
Finally, a translator can reduce the amount of information owing in or out, but cannot reverse the ow. Thus the translation rules conform. In the extreme cases, speech is hidden, and hearing restricted.
Programming
Running a process. One way to run a process p is to interact with it from a keyboard. But an interactive simulator Kor94 is a tool for illustration, not for running programs with thousands of actions. The interaction can be done in batch" mode by preprogramming the user's responses as e, but now e j p is itself a process to be run, so the question remains. Removing only the 's from a run yields an audible run. An audible run of a process is a maximal sequence that a silent e n vironment can hear.
A Simulator for CBS. The simulator provides a function run that takes a process p and returns an audible run of p. This enables an interesting and powerful programming paradigm. This paper gives several examples, including some new algorithms. Experimentation with programming has strongly in uenced the development of CBS. All the examples have been run on the simulator, implemented in SML and Haskell. The simulator is fairly e cient and very useable; it is also very simple. Host ,,! f v , where f is any ML or Haskell function from data to processes.
Conditionals are then just a special kind of function. The simulator even borrows constant de nitions from the host language. The resulting user language is a combination of CBS with ML or Haskell, well-typed, natural and powerful. Further, since a run is just a list of data values, and processes can be parameterised, it is possible to mix concurrent and sequential programming. If the host language has parallel evaluation, CBS can be seen as a high level annotation language for such e v aluation.
Formally linking the host language with CBS is a topic of ongoing work. Nonetheless, the examples are reported because the concepts seem simple and are now quite old.
Priority
Priorities are a well known programming tool in concurrent systems, and have obvious meaning in broadcast systems: the airport announcer can give ight announcements, say, priority o ver personal messages. It makes sense to attach priorities to autonomous actions, but little sense to attach priority to controlled actions|a process might prefer to hear 5 rather than 6, but this is irrelevant, since the environment s a ys what it likes.
The following ideas are enough to extend CBS with priorities; the result is called PCBS. The priority of a process is de ned to be that of its highest priority transmission. Processes hear speech at priority greater than or equal to their own, and refuse the rest. Since speech m ust be heard by e v eryone, this refusal ensures that the lower priority speech will not happen. The changes to CBS are minimal, yet the language gains signi cantly in power. Termination detection. A CBS process cannot detect when its environment has fallen silent. But termination of high priority activity can be detected by succeeding in speaking at low priority. This is a recurring theme in the use of PCBS, and leads to novel uses of priority far beyond simple interrupts.
PCBS is strictly more powerful than CBS. With only the unit data type, CBS is essentially useless: there is no obvious way to get information in and out of systems. Unary coding is not possible because the ends of code sequences cannot be detected. But this is possible in PCBS, by s a ying the code sequence at high priority, while the receiver attempts to speak at low priority.
Let be a datatype. Let be a distinguished value, = 2 , and be f g. Induction on the structure of processes does not work for constant applications, because to prove the hypothesis for A d , the starting point i s p d=z , which is not smaller than A d . But the proof of guardedness of p d=z is smaller than that of A d . Induction can therefore be carried out on the depth of proof of guardedness of processes abbreviated induction on guardedness".
Open and closed p r ocesses. Let x: be a data variable. Occurrences of x in p become bound in the process abstraction x p, and the scope of x in x p is p. Bound variables are assumed to be renamed as necessary to avoid clashes under substitution. A process is closed if it has no free variables, and is open if it does. Thus x? x! 0 is closed while x! 0 is open. The set of all open processes is denoted P, and the set of closed processes P cl .
Let v: be a data value and let p v=x denote the result of substituting v for x in p. The user has to supply the functions that substitute values for variables in data expressions. These functions extend from to P in the evident w ay. Table 1 . It is convenient to let , 1 and 2 be variables ranging over f! ; ? g. ,,! p 00 is similar.
The processes generated by 0, !, ?, & and conditionals are called nite guarded sums". For these, Laws 1a and b are the only axioms in a complete axiomatisation of strong bisimulation Section 5.
5 Proof system for nite guarded sums
The proof systems Mil89 for a pure calculus consist of a set of axioms for the equality at hand, and inference rules for re exivity, symmetry and transitivity o f this relation and to allow the substitution of equals for equals in various contexts. These inference rules are so obvious that sometimes no mention is made of them. Fo r a v alue passing calculus, a proof system also needs inference rules see Table 3 to permit reasoning about process abstractions such as the p in x? p, to allow reasoning about data to be integrated with reasoning about processes, and to resolve conditional process terms. See HL93 for rather di erent inference rules, to deal with value passing CCS. Let x, v: , w: and f: : = x p and s: : =hw;pi. In this section, processes p, p i , p 0 etc. are restricted to nite guarded sums, whose syntax is given by
Conditional`if true then p1 else p2 = p1`if false then p1 else p2 = p2
Axioms`x? 0 = 0`x?w!p & w!p = w!p Not shown are the rules for -conversion of process abstractions, and for re exivity, symmetry and transitivity of equalities. Equations derived by the proof system are of the form`p 1 = p 2 ,`w 1 = w 2 or`f 1 = f 2 dealing with closed processes, data expressions and process abstractions respectively. That is, =" is overloaded. The inference rules of the proof system are given in Table 3 ; not shown are rules for re exivity, symmetry and transitivity of the =" relations, and for -conversion of abstractions. Inference rules for data equality are to be supplied by the user.
To motivate the rules, consider
x? x mod 2 ! 0 x? if oddx then 1! 0 else 0! 0
To prove this, the third congruence rule is needed, followed by the abstraction and the conditional rules. But to prove Proposition13. The inference rules of the proof system are sound w.r.t. .
Proof. The rules of equivalence and congruence re ect the corresponding statements about , the abstraction rule is how over abstractions is de ned. The conditional rules and axioms are easily checked.
De nition14 Depth. The depth d of a nite guarded sum is given by Proof. Proceed by induction on the sum of the depths of p 1 and p 2 . In the base case, this is 0, so both p 1 and p 2 are either 0, or conditionals that resolve t o 0.
In the latter case, use the inference rule Conditional to get`p 1 = p 2 .
For the induction step, there are several cases. The remaining cases are either simple or symmetric to previous cases.
Expansion and Decomposition
For this section, an extended calculus CBS e is introduced where guarded sums have a n output tree, a nite set of output branches instead of just one as in CBS. ,,! p 0 r and r = 0 ; 1g For example, the process 2! p j 7! q can be expanded into a guarded sum: 2! p j 7! q x? 2! p j 7! q & f2! p j 7! q; 7! 2! p j qg
Since CBS is a subcalculus of CBS e , the latter is obviously more expressive in some sense, but the following theorem shows that for every term in CBS e , there is a strongly bisimilar term within CBS.
Proposition17 Decomposition theorem. The The CCS + laws can be applied to the output branches of CBS e they still make no sense for input, but they are now absorbed into the set syntax of the guarded sum. Then p 6 q, since p will always echo its input, but q may fail to do so: q 5?
,,! q. This cannot be matched by p since it has to receive, and become 5! 0 6 q.
Despite these di erences, the de nition of is motivated as in CCS, because !'s are autonomous and silent. That is in fact an observational equivalence would be established by c haracterising it as a testing equivalence dNH84, Abr87 . This has not yet been done, but the present de nition was arrived at via testing examples Pra93a , and is consistent with them.
Proposition20 Weak bisimulation laws.
It is a conjecture that the above l a ws are enough for a complete axiomatisation of for nite guarded sums. Readers familiar with the corresponding completeness proof in Mil89 will note that the saturation technique there will not apply because there is no + in CBS. A special case that can be proved from the laws above is that all silent guarded sums", those that only use for w in the syntax, are equal to 0. The traditional process calculus speci cation of a good communication link is that it behave like a bu er. An arguably more natural requirement is that each user should experience its environment consisting of the link and the user at the other end as behaving like the other user. A telephone system works if it gives each user the feeling that the other is in the same room; it is not primarily the point that it behaves like a bu er. Further, a toy phone system could be modelled in CBS as consisting only of a translator at each end, say from voice to electrical signals and back see Example 5 below. There are now no processes to which to apply the traditional speci cation. Thus the new correctness requirement amounts to a new veri cation paradigm, of which this section is a rst presentation.
Review Example 2 in Section 2 of users u 0 and u 1 communicating via a link M, and the following discussion of reversibility of translators. In those terms, A context can be informally described as a process with a hole in it, and the de nition deals only with the important subclass of processes that have a static operator outermost. Let C, D and E range over contexts. The di erence between w of Example 2 and w is that the former delivers to u w speech tagged w, while the latter delivers speech tagged 1,w. Recall that by convention see Table 2 , the above speci cation of means that speech tagged w is mapped to . Then There is a symmetric situation from u 1 's viewpoint. It is typical that when the link involves processes, the equivalence involved is weak rather than strong. It also matters how the users expect to use the link, i.e., what protocol they use.
CBS in a functional framework
Process speci cation language. In a CBS process abstraction x p, or in a parameterised constant de nition p x , the dependence of p on x is expressed ultimately ,,! f v so that substitution of data into process expressions is replaced by function application from the framework, and conditionals are no longer process syntax, but merely a particular kind of function. This paper does not put this generalised process speci cation on a rm footing; that is ongoing work. But the generalisation makes for a natural, concise and powerful language, and it is usually clear how to translate examples to formal CBS. For example, consider the case construct. If b is a boolean and n an integer, then pairs hb; ni are built by a pair constructor. Then case x of htrue; n i ! 1 + n hfalse; n i ! 2 + n is a function that takes htrue; 5i to 6, and hfalse; 6i to 8, and so on. It can be expressed x if fst x then 1 + snd x else 2 + snd x. Thus the pattern matching provided by case makes destructors unnecessary functions such as fst and snd that take elements of a structured data type and return components.
Constant de nitions are also usually expressed by cases. Case analysis is sometimes quali ed by a boolean condition. See the example below. Here i says whose turn it is, and X is the set of active processes; i + 1 and i , 1 are calculated modulo n. This is close to Milner's speci cation Mil89 .
Examples
restricts incoming go i 's and the missing case in the incomplete case analyses above will not occur. Without , the scheduler has to explicitly ignore go i 's.
The scheduler can be implemented as s 0 below, a set of cells which s c hedule their respective w ards and then wait for done i and go i,1 to happen in either order. To start with, only 1 a is ready to schedule its ward; the others wait for scheduling signals. Two disciplines that are generally followed in this paper are that the memory needed by a n y process, and the size of the spoken values, are both bounded. This allows the number of messages to be used as a measure of time taken, and the number of processes as a measure of space. The sorter is linear in the size of the input list, for both time and space.
Example 9 The alternating bit protocol without a medium. The process u 0 in the ping-pong protocol of Example 6 says 0 and then waits for a response from u 1 before saying 2. If it does anything else when it should be waiting, such a s fetching the 2 from another process, it could miss u 1 's response. An alternating bit protocol can synchronise the two users even if they miss a response as above. In the system below, the users use pairs of booleans and integers to try to send the integers to each other the boolean being the alternating bit, and then report the integers they get from each other. The notation b stands for not b". Thus u 0 true 0 will repeat htrue; 0i until it hears a hfalse; n 0 i when it will say n 0 and advance to u 0 false 2. While it is trying to say n 0 , the user is deaf. Similarly u 1 true ,1 will repeat htrue; ,1i until it hears a htrue; n 0 i when it becomes deaf till it says n 0 and advances to u 1 false 1.
Let s def = u 0 true 0 j u 1 true ,1 where = fn " ng restricts all input and hides the pairs. Note that u 1 begins with a dummy ,1 ignored by u 0 because it has the wrong alternating bit. Then s 0! 1! 2! 3! : ::is easy to show. It is also easy to extend the code to include lossy media, to include end users, to wrap up subsystems in translators to get more structure, and to specify correctness using context reversal.
This protocol is traditionally used to overcome a lossy medium; see for example Mil89 . Users wait for a while for input and then autonomously retransmit. In CBS, lossy transmission can occur without a lossy medium. Also, waiting for input and autonomously speaking if not preempted is exactly what a guarded sum does. Hence the simplicity of the program above, which nonetheless is the heart of the usual protocol: the behaviour is similar.
10 A CBS simulator.
Step". A simulator for CBS allows the user to run processes, in the sense discussed in Section 2, by means of the function One way Bur88 to achieve nondeterminism with functions is to put the nondeterminism in the data. step is given an extra boolean argument, an oracle, whose value will be determined at run time, but once xed will not change. The oracle chooses between parallel components if they compete; otherwise it has no e ect. Thus for some oracle trees ot and ot 0 , step r ot = Says 3 p j 5 ! q step r ot 0 = Says 5 3! p j q step needs a tree of oracles rather than a single oracle, because after choosing the right branch i n p j q j r, a further choice has to be made.
A simulator is correct if it guarantees the following. = fn " n odd ng s = 0 s x: xs = x! s x s Then run s l ots = lter odd l for any ots. Example 11 Maximum of a list. Below, cell n announces n except if it hears a larger value rst. So cells l announces an increasing sequence. The largest value in l is the last element o f maxrun l ots. The algorithm takes linear time to create cells, but the number of announcements is in general less than the size of l. Correctness is best proved by a n i n variant. 
Implementation of the simulator
The main code for a simple big-step simulator is given below. It should be selfexplanatory. The simulator has been proved correct; this fact is used in ongoing work to prove executable CBS programs. Gim95 is independent w ork on similar proofs and uses the simulator below. cleaning up 0's in parallel compositions, and implementing p 1 j p 2 j : : : j p n as a at structure rather than a tree. In the sequential implementation above, the oracle" is just a boolean, giving preference to one of the components. A parallel implementation would evaluate step p lt and step q rt in parallel and use the oracle to record which e v aluates faster. If the host language has no existential types see Section 3, the simulator implements process constructors as functions that yield an extended sum as in CBS e , which can then be run. Finally, note the polymorphic recursion in step for the translation case.
Divergent evaluation. Let ? be a divergent v alue. Then step 3! p j ? ! q ot gets stuck or yields Says 3 p j ?! q=3 depending on ot. T h us the simulator allows ? f &w! p to be rescued by hearing if w is divergent. Simultaneity here is virtual, so that speech actually happens before hearing. In a parallel implementation, faster components do not have t o w ait for slower ones to nish computing.
Not even 3! p j ? necessarily stops communication. This is reasonable for distributed systems. The implementation thus behaves as if ? w? ,,! ? , i.e., as if ? 0. This judgement could be added to CBS. Diverging evaluations have been ignored in this paper for simplicity, but are a topic of ongoing work.
Quasi-parallel implementation. CBS has been implemented on top of a quasiparallel evaluator RW93 , conveying the e ect that each process runs on a separate processor. The evaluated language here is Haskell augmented with parallel evaluation annotations. These are notoriously di cult to program with. Thus CBS becomes a high level annotation language for parallel evaluation.
Some of the examples in this paper are typically concurrent", such as protocols, and some are parallel", such as the sorter. Pro les from the evaluator show that most of the programs here are so ne grain that communication overheads drown the parallelism, at least in this implementation. The CBS formulation is then valuable for its structure rather than parallelism. By contrast, a distributed search, not shown here since it makes more sense in Timed CBS, allows signicant parallelism and meaningful experiments in optimisation and load balancing by v arying the number of processors and the grain of searching. ,,! X. That is, + does not respect , which is therefore not a congruence.
Axiomatisations. For CBS + , the usual + laws of commutativity, associativity, idempotence and 0-identity hold. They constitute a complete axiom system for strong bisimulation, as they do for CCS; this re ects the fact that strong bisimulation ignores the communication model. Indeed for pure CBS + , the calculus with only v? p and no x? p, the proof is identical to that of Mil89 .
Recent independent w ork HR95 has also axiomatised weak barbed bisimulation for CBS + . As might be expected, the + plays a crucial role.
CBS + versus CBS. + is not derivable Pra87, Pra89 from CBS, since is a congruence for CBS and + does not respect it. Thus CBS + is strictly more expressive. In CBS, 3? p is de ned as the X above; the two cannot be distinguished. However, examples suggest that CBS has the same programming power as CBS + . CBS is more compact than CBS + , uses standard de nitions of bisimulation, and in the laws x? 0 = 0 and x? w! p & w! p = w! p has instead of for =". 
Comparison with CCS
Processes in CCS communicate on channels. Here a 5 is the action of sending the integer message 5" on channel a, and a 5 that of receiving 5" on a. These wait for each other. A striking special case occurs when the data type used is the unit type with only one element. In this pure CCS, used in most studies, input actions can be written just a, b, : : :while a, b, : : :will do for output actions. Communication here is pure synchronisation. It is usual to say that a = a, making it clear that calling an action input" or output" is pure convention.
For a summary comparison between CCS and CBS, see Table 4 .
One-to-many communication. It might appear that the main di erence between CCS and CBS is one-to-one communication versus one-to-many. This factor is algorithmically important because one broadcast may sometimes achieve a goal that needs several relay transmissions in one-to-one models. But CBS di ers semantically from CCS even when the one-to-many aspect of broadcast is not apparent, because of the input output distinction.
Synchrony and asynchrony. These terms do not help classify CBS. According to BKT84 , a calculus has synchronous cooperation if every process has to act at every step, and synchronous communication if actions communicate only if performed simultaneously. Then cooperation is asynchronous and communication synchronous in CCS, while both are synchronous in CBS. But SNP87 argue that broadcast communication is asynchronous since the sender of a message does not wait for the receiver. What is clear is that CBS makes more distinctions than some calculi labelled asynchronous". Those in JJH90, JU90 have the results a! b! P b! a! P and a? b? P b? a? P , neither of which hold in CBS.
Running processes. Since the only autonomous action in CCS is silent, running a process in the sense of this paper yields no information. Interaction can be done in batch" mode with an environment that is then unpacked to nd out what happened, but this goes against an extensional view of the environment as a process. Most tools for CCS are for reasoning about processes, not for simulation. There will presumably be more interest in programming in CCS with the emergence of several combinations of CCS-style concurrency with ML, including PFL Hol83 , Facile GMP89 , LCS BS94 and CML Rep91, BMT92 .
Late and early semantics. Readers familiar with the late" semantics convenient for value passing languages see for example HL95 should note that as a consequence of input determinism, late and early bisimulations coincide in CBS.
Design decisions
Negative premises. In CBS + losses are mutually exclusive with hearing. That is, a loss encodes a negative premise see also Harel's operator below. It is then su cient as a simple strati cation strategy Gro90 that these can be derived independently of positive premises. A similar structure shows up in CBS as Proposition 8. Thus it is possible to formulate CBS too in terms of negative premises.
More p arallelism? ! ! = ! is the extent to which the single channel assumption can be relaxed to allow subsystems to proceed independently, gaining parallelism. Then the distribution law see Proposition 10 for translation over j is no longer a strong bisimulation, but a weak one. For suppose = fn ng, hiding all output. Then 5! 0 j 6! 0 still needs two steps to move t o 0, but 5! 0j 6! 0 can do so in one. But further putting v! ! =v! destroys input determinism, for the process doing the also heard" v. Another e ect is 5? p j 6! q j 5! r 5! ,,! 5? p j q j r.
That is, 5? p heard the 6 and missed the overlapping 5. 
Related work
Semantics. Work related only distantly to CBS includes an informal study Geh84 , and denotational semantics for broadcasting SNP87, Bro88 . LINDA CG89, KH94 is in e ect a programming model using bu ered broadcast, where receivers can read messages any time after they have been transmitted. Statecharts Har87 and ESTEREL BG92 both use unbu ered broadcast, but the communication models are rather di erent. ESTEREL, for example, allows multiple signals to be broadcast simultaneously, and the receiver chooses which to act on. The theory of input output automata LT87 is closer, particularly now that it is in a process algebraic formulation Seg92 , but this theory is still di erent enough that a detailed comparison needs time, and is yet to be carried out.
The broadcast" operator below is due to Harel Pnu85 .
The rst rule describes multiway synchronisation. The second and third rules permit interleaving, but the negative premise ensures that E can do a by itself only if F cannot do a. Despite these necessary features, Harel's operator cannot describe broadcast because actions are not divided into transmissions and receptions. Note the symmetric role played by the participants. Value-passing CSP Hen90 does distinguish transmitter from receiver. It has multiway synchronisation, and indeed a notion of broadcasting, but a strange one where speakers can synchronise but listeners cannot.
Programming. Examples are hard to nd. Even literature that describes broadcast as a primitive BC91 gives no examples of use. It is perhaps relevant that the computation model of CBS can be classi ed as multiple instruction single data stream", a class usually regarded as empty. It turns out however, that some of the examples in this paper are re-inventions, reported earlier in HT92, YLC90, DK86 . Programming with broadcasts is clearly a small and rather neglected eld of research. It is a sobering thought that the reasons for this neglect, whatever they are, may also apply to CBS.
Let k, ki and be natural numbers. Refer to The rules for parallel composition, conditionals and constant de nition are the same as for CBS see Table 1 , except that w " on the arrows is replaced by w k". Table 5 . The syntax of PCBSe and the semantics of closed processes
CBS with priorities
Priority i s a p o werful and important t o o l i n m a n y forms of distributed and concurrent computing. Examples include interrupt processing, and the ability to let one message overtake another in a communication system. This section introduces the calculus PCBS, which is CBS with priorities. PCBS is similar to CBS in types, syntax and semantics, so only the di erences will be pointed out. A PCBS process does not just say 5", it says so at a priority i t c hooses. Priorities are natural numbers, with 0 the highest. CBS is the special case of PCBS where the priority o f e v ery utterance is 0. The priority of a process is de ned to be k if it has an utterance at priority k. There can be only one such k; if a process has several components, only the most urgent will speak. A process with nothing to say is said to have priority 1", lower than priority k for any natural number k.
A process of priority k will not hear speech o f l o wer priority than k. Such speech therefore cannot take place. To formulate this, the action of hearing an utterance is annotated with the priority of the utterance. Saying and hearing w are written w!k ,,,! and w?k ,,,!, where k is the priority of the action.
To a void repetition, only PCBS e that is, CBS e with priorities is developed. The syntax and semantics are given in Table 5 . Priorities are used materially only in the rules for translation and in the side conditions for guarded sums and Tau, so only these rules are shown. PCBS is easily recovered from PCBS e ; it consists of the cases where I is empty or a singleton in the guarded sums. Except if the distinction matters, PCBS" will be used for both calculi.
The output tree fhw i ; k i ; p i i i 2 Ig is also written fw i ! ki p i i 2 Ig, and !s is written s when context disambiguates. Further, the singleton set fw! k pg may be written just w! k p.
The process ?f has nothing to say. It hears any message v from the environment, no matter at what priority it is said, and becomes the process f v . Note that the priority of the message is not input.
? The process 5! 3 p wishes to say 5 at priority 3; it hears, but ignores, anything at priority 3 or higher. It refuses even to hear speech at priority l o wer than 3. Here it is worth noting that the priorities as well as the messages have t o b e the same in both premises. The priority of the conclusion is the same as that of the premises. So 5! k+1 r cannot speak when in parallel with 3! k s, which will refuse to hear a message at priority k + 1. Similarly, the environment is allowed to speak only if it does so at priority k or higher. PCBS is a more centralised system than CBS.
A translator is speci ed by a triple h ; " ; i. The process p says " 5 at priority k + if p says 5 at k, and hears 4 at k if p hears 4 a t k , . Here n , m is n , m if n m and 0 otherwise. Thus a translator can deprioritise a subsystem. Note that hiding speech does not hide its priority. The rules for conditionals and constants are identical to those of CBS see Table 1 except that the PCBS actions have priority annotations. The priority of the premise is carried over to the conclusion.
Analogy with time. Suppose a process of priority k waits for k seconds before making its request to speak. Then it will be preempted by less patient processes. This analogy goes quite a long way, inspiring a construct timeout 5 x? p & w! q that waits for 5 seconds for input. After that, it will say w and become q. Timed CBS Pra95 , under development, is based on this idea. This analogy motivates why there is a highest priority rather than a lowest. A related reason is that step has to choose some speaker of highest priority. I t helps if this is 0, for then it may h a ve to look no further. If there is no highest priority, all processes must be asked every time.
From CBS to PCBS. It is instructive to consider alternative designs for PCBS, starting from the same syntax, and the same interpretation: 3! 1 p wishes to say 3" at priority 1. A rst attempt could be to make the parallel rule p w! The side-condition p q is equivalent t o q w!k ,,,= ! if k p. Despite this negative premise, the transition system is well de ned, for the de nition of p is independent of the transitions of p. The nal step, that of annotating hearing with the priority of the speech heard, is less important. It encodes process priority i n to hearing transitions, and therefore absorbs the side-condition of the parallel rule, and the implicit negative premise, into the second premise. Corollary 31 describes the new annotation.
Value priority. A v ery similar calculus results if a xed priority function : ! N is associated with the spoken data type. Translation functions can now alter the priorities of actions. For the calculus to be well behaved, it is su cient that translation should preserve the priority order strictly i.e., be monotonic, and maintain inequalities, and that
CCS with priorities. Adding priorities to CCS CH90, CW95 is di cult, involving two stage operational semantics and other complications. The result is nonetheless unsatisfactory. The root problem is that the handshake makes an autonomous action out of two controlled ones, which are assigned priorities. CH90 considers prioritised and unprioritised actions the former written here with primes. An a priori semantics labels transitions with actions as usual.
In the second stage, prioritised actions are unconstrained, but unprioritised actions can only take place if not preempted by prioritised 's|a negative premise. The resulting new axiom is a: p + 0 : q 0 : q , the cognate of Law 1 of Proposition 35. But the result is not entirely satisfactory, for a: p + b 0 : q6 b 0 : q . CH90 says that here would be a useful possibility; it also points out that then such actions cannot be restricted! This is precisely the scenario of PCBS.
De ning weak bisimulation for this model is non-trivial NCCC94 ; 's are abstracted from sequences of actions in a priority sensitive w ay. Remember that 's preceding a matching action in PCBS must be of equal or higher priority. CW95 presents a priority sum + 0 similar to Occam's PRIALT; a: p + 0 b: q can perform a b only if the environment will not do a. N o w it is not clear whether ,, a: p + 0 b: q j b: r + 0 a: s nfa; bg can perform a . Actions are therefore separated into input and output and the initial actions of a prisum are required to be inputs. This breaks the symmetry of pure CCS, and complicates the syntax.
The transition relation is parameterised by the output actions the environment can do, as is the de nition of bisimulation. The expected negative premise for p + 0 q turns up as a side condition that the actions p can accept, computed independently of the transition system, should not be o ered by the environment. Lastly, a ready function is needed to adjust the environment parameter upon communication in a parallel composition.
It is almost as though CW95 declared output actions autonomous and input actions controlled, and studied what could autonomously happen. Unfortunately for this interpretation, output actions can be restricted. Worse, is independent of the environment as are output actions, but is classi ed as input, since it can be an initial action in a prisum! Since CW95 deals with process priority rather than action priority, comparison with PCBS cannot be exact. But it does appear that the complexity of CW95 comes from the handshake model.
Examples
Let I be a set of numbers. Then Q i2I i! i 0 sorts I. The number of priority levels this program needs depends on I. Hardware implementations typically provide only a limited number of priority levels, so the programs that follow use only a bounded number of them, independent of the input. Correctness is not dealt with in these examples; their purpose is to explore the power of the language.
Example 13 The guarded sum is an interrupt operator. The motivating example from CH90 and CW95 is a counter that accepts Up" and Down" commands until interrupted. Here is a variation, a clock that counts o intervals until interrupted by a n y signal at priority 0 o r 1 .
clock n = x? 0 & n! 1 clock n + 1
To be sure to stop the clock, the signal from outside must be sent at priority 0 . Recall that in the unprioritised version, the input was assumed to have no duplicates. The input list 1,2,2,3 would be sorted correctly into in ?; 1jin 1; 2jin 2; 2jin 2; 3jin ; 3, but things go wrong in the output phase. The output could come out as 1,2,3,2 since both out 2; 2 and out 2; 3 are triggered by the 2 from out 1; 2. A prioritised version overcomes this: out l;u announces u when it hears l, at high priority i f l = n, and at low priority otherwise. This ensures that out 2; 2 speaks before out 2; 3. The changes needed to the unprioritised version are small. Example 18 Distributed b acktrack: The eight queens problem. Recall the problem: place eight queens on a chessboard so that no two hold each other in check; that is, no two m a y lie on the same row, column, or diagonal.
The actions of the program are given by act: : = Place s q Revoke i where sq ranges over the squares of the board, and i over integers. Let n be the size of the board.
free s q i n = x? if check sq x then checked s q i n else free s q i n & Place s q ! n,i placed s q i n checked s q i n = Revoke i ? free s q i n placed s q 0 n = Revoke 0 ! n 0 placed s q i n = Revoke i ! n,1 checked s q i , 1 n queens n = Q sq free s q 0 n Each square is a process, free to start with. Free squares try to grab a piece; one succeeds. As a result, others may become checked and will then await a Revoke by the square that checked them. The program does a depth rst search. The deeper the search, the higher the priority of the processes. Eventually, n o free square remains, perhaps before the maximum number of pieces have been placed. Then the last placed piece succeeds in doing a low priority Revoke. A revoked square pretends it was checked by the previous piece, thus avoiding looping. It will not be eligible for placement u n til the con guration preceding it has changed. The square that placed itself rst retires altogether when it revokes, because all combinations with a queen there have been tried.
The program puts out sequences of Places and Revokes till all squares have retired. The rst solution is often found quickly, with few or no Revokes. Finding all solutions takes the same total time no matter how the non-determinism is resolved.
archive below a printer process. It prints all maximalsolutions, and all locally maximal ones prior to the rst. It prints at priority 0 to avoid loss of information from queens, which has maximum priority 1 . A v ariant o f queens Pra94 uses only two priority levels.
Conclusions and Future Work
From early work. The essential features of unbu ered broadcast communication have been captured in a simple, natural and well behaved process calculus. Along the way, light has been shed on concepts such as autonomy, audibility and runs of a process. The mathematical apparatus of operational semantics carries over, with reinterpretation, but theories of observation need considerable reworking.
From CBS + . A single channel Pra93a makes for elegant notation. It makes the pure calculus a special case of pattern matching on values transmitted. It also makes it easy to see restriction and hiding as special cases of translation, and leads to the notion of context reversal. The + operator gives CBS + the advantage of a familiar algebraic framework. It is misleading that weak bisimulation for CBS has exactly the standard form; it took a long time to de ne it to produce the laws arrived at by a notion of testing see Pra91, Pra93a . CBS + has an additional clause matching losses with hearing, yielding weak laws without 's.
From current CBS. The implementation of CBS + lters out uninteresting values heard by a process. Moving this task to the user, and restricting choice to the form x? p 1 + w! p 2 the only form needed in practice with CBS + , led to CBS Pra93b , a simpler calculus two kinds of action instead of three where in addition is a congruence.
Programming with broadcasts. This new paradigm expresses concisely much that would be tedious in CCS or possibly inexpressible, see Hol93, Jen94 , and yields interesting new algorithms.
Simulators for CBS are simple; a key fact in ongoing work to prove executable CBS programs. CBS can be used to annotate parallel evaluation in the host language; meaningful experiments with a parallelism pro ler are possible. CBS is simply typed; translators and existential types make an abstraction facility.
Priorities. These are added easily Pra94 to CBS, yet extend the power of the calculus signi cantly. As in CBS, some of the conciseness is due to an encoding of negative premises into hearing, but the main reason for the simplicity of PCBS is that priorities attach meaningfully only to autonomous actions.
Process calculi. The overwhelming predominance of handshake communication may be a historical accident. The model o ers no obvious way to run processes. It appears incapable of distributed implementation; see for example Sj o91 . Prioritised CBS compares strikingly with attempts to add priorities to CCS. There is increasing willingness to look at other models, and CBS o ers one.
Ongoing and future work. There are many lacunae in this paper. A complete axiomatisation of , a c haracterisation in terms of testing, an abstract machine for CBS, an operational study of contexts, and a proof system to deal with both CBS and the host language are obvious. Work is progressing on all these, and has in fact gone quite far in some cases. A timed CBS is being developed, and a higher order calculus is in its early stages. Small applications are being planned to evaluate the usefulness of CBS.
